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Dover publications-nature mandalas. An appealing and unique combination of mandala patterns

and organic imagery offers hours of imaginative coloring. Thirty-One fanciful designs incorporate

dragonflies, daisies, seashells, and other natural motifs into arrangements of leaves, vines, and

trees. Artwork by Marty noble. Softcover. Published 2012. Made in usa.
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Inspired by nature, flora and fauna ingeniously intertwined, and brought together in balanced form,

to create stunning, captivating mandalas.What a wonderful coloring book! As soon as I opened this

book I had to color in it, I chose Fiskers Gel Pens (available on ) and started coloring the bumblebee

on the first page with the metallic black, gold and silver, I was astonished , the bee actually looks

like he is flying over the page and into the center of the Madala. The art in this book is amazing!This

book has 30 different, beautiful 7 inch circular Mandalas; centered on each perforated page (the

back of each page is blank.) (The 1st picture in the book is duplicated later in the book)Printed on



heavy weight, bright white paper,This book is for adults and teens; it has many very tiny detailsWith

so many very tiny details, I recommend hard colored pencils, gel pens or very fine markersVines or

flowers or waves or fruit or a combination are creatively brought together with one or more of the

following animals Bumble bees, Butterflies, Peacocks, Faces, Horses, Birds, Deer, Salamanders,

Fish, Frogs, Rabbits, Lions, Praying Mantis, Giraffe, Zebra, Shells, Turtles, Dolphins, or Storks.

I'm really enjoying these nature inspired mandalas. There's 31 beautifully illustrated designs to color

at your hearts content. As with the other Creative Haven coloring books, each design is printed on

one side, and on perforated paper.Some of the nature designs incorporated are as follows:*

Butterflies.* A variety of birds (peacocks, hummingbirds, storks etc.)* Tropical fish, dolphins and

seashells.* Wild animals (zebras, tigers, girraffes etc.)* Florals, trees and vines ( one of my favorites

is a design that looks like a mother nature type goddess, in the shape of a tree -- very pretty).I did

notice that compared to one of their other coloring books I own -- the perforated edge is a bit

rougher looking when torn out. But, you can easily trim the pages, if need be. Markers seem to work

best on this paper (I personally use brush pens.)These mandalas are relaxing to color, and the

nature designs are a nice change of pace.

When Anxiety or worries of the day threaten to overpower, I will get out my colored pencils and

concentrate on coloring a Mandala, until my breathing is even and my mind more settled.

Sometimes the answer to a problem will come to me in my relaxation and distraction. The drawings

are beautiful and inspired. Fun to color. I gave this same book and another of mandalas to my

sister, who agreed in the therapeutic and beauty of the mandalas.

I like mandalas and this book is full of great designs. This is one of the best I've seen. I particularly

like the use of nature.Butterflies, lizards, trees and lots of others. I highly recommend this book for

adults. Creative Haven is a new line of books and I have several of them. I have Flower Fashion

Fantasies, Outer Space, I can't recall the name but there's one that is Fantasy Landscapes and Sea

Scapes.

This is a nice book, with sturdy, perforated pages. I think you could use nearly any coloring medium

- pencils, gel pens, and probably some "wet" pigments.The book I ordered wasn't in the condition

the seller stated, but the remaining pages are fine, and the seller made good on the variance.It's a

very nice coloring book, in any case. Not for children though! the patterns are a bit beyond that level



of artistic expertise.

Very beautiful mandalas. I am glad that I bought Creative Haven Nature Mandalas as they are well

printed and on one sided sheets. I will definitely buy Creative Haven Coloring Books again in the

near future.

A delightful mandala book with a different twist! Each mandala has a unique nature theme and they

are all different, this book does not have repetitive pages (pet peeve of mine)!!! Mandalas are

centered in the book and they are printed on good quality white paper. The pages are perforated for

easy removal. This is a great book; it differs from traditional mandalas in the respect that although

they are mandala designs, the nature theme adds a delightful aspect that I have not seen before. I

start out coloring the nature theme and add colors from there and have not been disappointed with

the finished product. Great for pencils, gel pens and markers.

This is a very nice book but I use colored pencils and found it to be too detailed. You need VERY

fine coloring markers or pens.
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